or CT 2 were in the range of those published in the literature using ST radar data. However the detection was at the limit of the instrumental noise and additional measurement campaigns are highly desirable to confirm these initial results. This is to our knowledge the first successful attempt to detect CAT in the free troposphere using an incoherent Rayleigh lidar system. The built lidar device may serve as a test bed for the definition of embarked CAT detection lidar systems aboard airliners.
INTRODUCTION
Clear Air Turbulence (CAT) refers to fluctuations with time scales ranging from a few seconds to a few ten seconds and spatial scales ranging from a few ten meters to a few hundred meters, due to turbulence and gravity waves (GWs) in air without cloud, usually located in high troposphere and low stratosphere. Those CAT are a serious issue for in--flight plane security and are responsible for numerous injuries or even reported deaths every year [1--2] . Planes crossing such CAT can be strongly shaken and passengers with unfastened security belt can be seriously injured. There is nowadays no alert system able to detect CAT at typical flight height. Indeed, on--board weather radars are blind to clear air turbulence. Alert notifications result most of the time from phone communications between airplanes on the same airline route.
Wind and temperature fluctuations in the lower atmosphere can be described over a wide range of scales. In the mesoscale range from a few ten meters to some kilometers along the vertical and a few hundred meters to a few hundred kilometers along the horizontal, these fluctuations result mainly from a GW field. A wide variety of observational techniques have been used to study mesoscale fluctuations in the atmosphere, one will quote in particular balloon soundings and aircraft observations for in--situ techniques [3--6] , radar observations and lidar studies for remote sensing techniques [7--11] . A common feature of these experimental studies is an approximately invariant "universal" vertical and frequency power spectrum, regardless of season and geographic location. This feature, first recognized by [12] who took as starting point oceanographic experimental studies [13] , led to the concept of a "universal" spectrum of atmospheric fluctuations constrained to remain with the same shape and same level in the spectral domain everywhere in the world except near GWs sources. Several saturation theories have since emerged. Each of them proposes a physical mechanism thought to be responsible to limit wave amplitude and each predicts with a good approximation shape and level of vertical wave number power spectrum.
Turbulence is associated to this wave field, generated when the wave field saturates and then breaks. It can result from breakdown of stratified shear layers (Kelvin--Helmholtz instability). Turbulence is a chaotic non--linear superposition of rotational movement. These vortices, generated by instabilities, decay into smaller vortices until the vorticity is finally dissipated by viscosity.
Today, CAT is a serious flight security problem because there exist no ground or onboard detection devices. Although the CAT phenomenon is thought to be due to dynamics instabilities and waves in the atmosphere [14] , the physical phenomenon is far from being clearly understood. The understanding of CAT phenomenon is poor because: 1) it is difficult to measure the CAT atmospheric parameters in situ (relatively low occurrence); 2) the simulations are complex. Therefore, this original project intended to obtain a comprehensive measured data set by remote sensing from a ground--based lidar.
For aeronautic applications CAT is classified according to the vertical acceleration experienced by the airplane. It is due firstly to the vertical wind but also to the fluctuations in atmospheric density and horizontal wind. CAT is producing fluctuations in all atmospheric parameters characterizing the state of the atmosphere: atmospheric density, temperature and the three components of the wind. In principle it is possible to detect a turbulent layer by measuring only one of these parameters. However the relative amplitudes of the fluctuations are related by relations involving the stability of the atmosphere characterized by the Brunt--Väisälä frequency N. In the domain of isotropic turbulence the fluctuations of the three components of the wind have the same amplitude. Fluctuations in density and temperature are induced by the vertical displacement of air parcels having a potential temperature different from the surrounding air. They are then related to the vertical gradient of potential temperature. In an atmospheric layer with adiabatic lapse rate (N=0), fluctuations in the vertical wind will have no effect on the density and temperature fluctuations. On the contrary, in an atmospheric layer with a high stability, vertical wind fluctuations induce large density and temperature fluctuations. It is therefore not equivalent to try to detect turbulent layers using wind or density/temperature measurements.
Different techniques have been proposed and developed to detect the atmospheric turbulence by lidar. The most developed one is the coherent Doppler lidar technique to observe vertical and horizontal wind fluctuations. This technique requires a high signal to noise ratio on aerosol scattering and is mainly used in the atmospheric boundary layer [15--16] . A CAT layer was detected at 12 km altitude with an airborne coherent lidar developed by JAXA (Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency) [17] . However, the efficiency of the coherent lidar is strongly depending on the aerosol loading which may be very low at the flight level of commercial aircraft and is therefore not well adapted for an operational use. Another proposed technique is the detection of density fluctuations from the measurement of Rayleigh scattering with an incoherent lidar. The difficulty of this technique is the separation between the Rayleigh signal due to molecular scattering proportional to the atmospheric density and the signal due to aerosol backscattering. The best way to do that is to use a high--spectral resolution lidar (HSRL) able to separate the Doppler broadened molecular scattering from the narrow spectral aerosol scattering. The spectral separation can be made with a Fabry--Pérot etalon [18] , a narrow band iodine filter [19--21] or a Fizeau interferometer in the ALADIN lidar on board the space wind lidar ADM--Aeolus [22] . Published results using HSRLs concern up to now observations of aerosols and wind. Such method was also proposed to be implemented in an airborne lidar for the detection of CAT in the frame of the European FP7 project DELICAT (Demonstration of Lidar based Clear Air Turbulence detection) [23] . Finally [24] proposed a detection of turbulence based on the backscatter enhancement effect when the backscattered light propagates exactly in the same inhomogeneities than the emitted laser beam (laser emission coaxial with the receiving telescope). This new promising method has been only studied theoretically.
Although short--scale GWs contribute to CAT, we will concentrate in this article on turbulence that is the most active phenomenon to induce fluctuations on atmospheric density and temperature at scales shorter than a few hundred meters and can be retrieved from the molecular backscattering by use of an incoherent Rayleigh lidar set--up at Haute--Provence Observatory (OHP, 44°N, 6°E). This lidar is not equipped with a high--resolution spectral filter for the separation between molecular and aerosol scattering. Since solid aerosols depolarize the backscattered light, a polarization beam--splitter cube is used to detect the presence of aerosol layers to prevent the use of data contaminated by fluctuations of aerosol scattering. The lidar returns passing through the polarization discriminator can be processed to retrieve turbulence profiles when the contribution of aerosol scattering to the total signal is sufficiently low. It is not possible to ensure that the atmosphere is totally free from aerosols. However, the CAT detection is based on the estimation of relative fluctuations of the backscatter signal, assumed to be not modified in presence of low--level scattering due to a well--mixed aerosol layer, the ratio between aerosol and molecular backscattering remaining constant inside this layer.
In the second section we present the principle of CAT detection using the average of the squared amplitude of fluctuations in the Rayleigh lidar signal, called hereafter FQ for fluctuation quantity and we simulate the expected performances. In the third section we describe the instrumental setup at OHP and data processing for CAT detection and in the fourth section we discuss the results obtained during field campaigns showing the likely detection of CAT layers..
EXPECTED PERFORMANCES FOR CAT DETECTION
In a turbulent layer, atmospheric density presents 3D fluctuations at different scales. The amplitude of these fluctuations is related to the intensity of the turbulence and has a 3D spectrum depending on its nature. For an isotropic 3D turbulence field the Kolmogorov law predicts a --5/3 spectral slope in vertical and horizontal spectra [25] . It means that fluctuations are expected to be larger at larger scales.
A Rayleigh--Mie lidar is a system able to measure the vertical profile of light emitted by a pulsed visible or near UV laser and backscattered by atmospheric molecules and particles. Its signal is the sum of a Rayleigh scattering signal directly proportional to the molecular number density and a scattering signal depending on the number and the nature of atmospheric particles.
The lidar equation in elastic scattering mode (backscattering occurring at the wavelength of the laser, the Raman scattering is not considered here) is:
, (z) are respectively the air molecules and aerosols concentrations at z. In general, these lidars are used to determine the vertical profile of atmospheric density in altitude ranges where air is free of aerosols, for instance above 30 km where it is possible to compute the vertical temperature profile from the vertical density profile [26] . For this application, the lidar signal can be integrated in time and in vertical to increase the signal to noise ratio (during a few minutes to several hours and over a few hundred meters to a few kilometers). In the present study our goal is to use a Rayleigh--Mie lidar to detect density fluctuations due to turbulence. For this purpose we can only use data when the Mie signal is negligible compared to the Rayleigh signal (less than about 5%). This happens generally in the upper troposphere (5--10 km) where air is dry enough to prevent the formation of clouds. In a lidar signal it is easy to detect the presence of cloud particles and to eliminate contaminated data. In this case it is necessary to record the signal with a time and vertical resolution adapted to the scale of turbulent structures (at least the largest ones). Assuming an isotropic turbulence layer with external scale equal or greater than 100 m and with the hypothesis that turbulent structures are advected by a 10 ms --1 mean wind, the lidar signal should be recorded with at least 50 m vertical resolution and 5 s time integration. This is feasible with modern lidar data acquisition systems but the signal to noise ratio for a single measurement will be too low to be exploited. To work around this problem, we propose to average the squared amplitude of density fluctuations FQ instead of averaging the signal itself. In turbulent atmospheric layers, the mean amplitude of lidar signal fluctuations will slightly increase. This increase will not be detectable on a single profile integrated during a few seconds but will increase the FQ averaged over a longer period (for instance 15 to 60 minutes). To do that it is needed to have an accurate estimate of the instrumental noise. It will not give the instantaneous amplitude of the turbulent perturbations but will provide their mean value during the period over which the FQ is averaged. The way to estimate the instrumental noise is explained in the data processing section.
The expected signal with the OHP Rayleigh lidar is estimated using the instrumental and atmospheric parameters given in Tables 1 and 2 . The number of photo--electrons counted for 1 s time integration and 15 m vertical integration is Nph=36000 at 10 km altitude.
The accuracy of the Rayleigh density lidar considering only the Poisson noise is given by: =
We consider that an increase of the variance fluctuations indicates a significant contribution of atmospheric fluctuations if it exceeds the estimated instrumental variance by 2 standard deviations. Figure 1 presents this 2 sigma detectability limit (red curves) expected using Qlid=0.03, which is a conservative value for 1 second and 1 minute time integration and in blue the expected amplitude of density fluctuations (blue curves) as a function of the external scale of turbulence assuming. The amplitude of density fluctuations is computed for a tropospheric and a stratospheric potential temperature gradient (Brunt-Väisälä frequency respectively N=1.10 --2 and 2.10 --2 s --1 ). According to [27] , for a given external scale of turbulence density and temperature fluctuations are proportional to N 2 .:
where θ is the potential temperature and z the altitude. With these parameters we should be able to detect in one minute turbulent layers larger than 100 m in the stratosphere and 200 m in the troposphere, which are considered as thick turbulent layers. This simulation gave us confidence in the feasibility of the CAT detection using the proposed detection technique. This detectability limit is for a single lidar profile. In section 3 we describe the method of averaging the FQ to increase the signal to noise ratio and enhance the level of detectability with a longer averaging time.
INSTRUMENTAL SETUP AND DATA PROCESSING A. Instrumental setup
A CAT detection instrumental system has been added to the Rayleigh lidar installed at OHP. This lidar is part of the Network for Detection of Atmospheric Composition Changes (NDACC) station at OHP and measures routinely density and temperature profiles from 30 to 80 km [28] . A new optical reception system has been added to the Rayleigh lidar. It includes two channels, one receiving the signal with polarization parallel to the laser and the other the signal with perpendicular polarization. This allows detecting the presence of solid particles (cirrus clouds or aerosols) and prevents to use data contaminated by aerosol scattering. Water droplets do not depolarize. However when a liquid water cloud is present, the lidar signal increases substantially and it is straightforward to detect it and to discard the data for the CAT detection. We cannot totally excude the presence of a very weak layer of non--depolarizing aerosols. However we do not think that it may affect significantly the results because this weak layer has no reason to vary significantly within the time step of our analysis for turbulence detection (see discussion in Part 4B).
The schematic diagram for lidar transmitter and receiver is shown in Figure 2 and the main instrumental parameters are listed in Table 1 . The master of the system is a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser emitted 6 m off--axis of the receiving telescope to prevent high illumination of Photo--Multiplier Tubes (PMTs) by low altitude backscattering. The 532 nm output of the laser beam is sent to the sky with a 50 Hz pulse repetition rate, 7 ns pulse duration and a 15 W mean power. The beam divergence is reduced to < 0.1 mrad using a 10 cm diameter beam expander. The received backscattered light is collected by a Newton telescope with 530 mm aperture (field of view 0.3 mrad), and then passes through a narrowband interference filter (bandwidth 1 nm, peak transmission 61%). As shown in the right of Figure 2 , the collected light polarized components are split by the polarizer into two channels; approximately 99% of orthogonal component is detected directly by the photomultiplier tube R7205--01 PMT2 and 95% of the parallel component by the PMT1. The two PMTs are used in analog mode due to the high intensity of the backscattered signal that may exceed 10 9 photons/s at the maximum around 5--6 km altitude. The signal from the two channels is filtered (bandwidth 3.5 MHz corresponding to 45 m vertical resolution) and digitized pulse to pulse by a dual channel 10 MHz (15 m vertical sampling) constituted of 16 bits analog--to--digital converter (NI5922 board).
B. Data processing
Density fluctuations associated with turbulent layers are in the order of tenths of a percent and cannot be detected on a single density profile. In order to increase the signal to noise ratio the raw signal is first binned by 40 shots (0.8 s), which provides 4500 vertical profiles during a one--hour sequence covering 45 km altitude range with 15 m vertical resolution. We obtain 4500 x 3000 matrices (one matrix per hour of measurement) representing the basic data set for this study. The background signal coming from the sky light and the noise detector is estimated from the signal at higher altitudes (> 30 km) and is removed from the measured signal.
A 2D running average in vertical and in time is applied to the signal on nt time steps and nz altitude steps. In this study the parameters have been fixed to nt = 25 (20 s) and nz =15 (225 m). It means that data are averaged in largely oversampled bins in both directions. These parameters are chosen to insure that we have enough signal in each averaged bin and to isolate the FQ associated with structures of horizontal and vertical dimensions not larger than the expected external scale of atmospheric turbulence. Assuming a 10 ms --1 mean wind, the horizontal displacement of the sampled air mass is 200 m during the time integration, comparable with 150 m vertical integration. We obtain the matrix S on which we compute the FQ of atmospheric density in relative value Δ / ! as a function of altitude. The FQ is defined as the mean value of the square of the 2D signal fluctuations in vertical and in time using adjacent bins in both directions as illustrated in Figure 3 with the formulas:
where Nt is the number of time elements on which we perform the summation. Figure 3 illustrates how data are averaged for parameters nt = 3 and nz= 3 . In this example, the 2D fluctuation signal for (t5 , z5) is computed using the 9 bins around S4, 4. We obtain one mean FQ profile per hour on which we applied a moving vertical average on nz steps (red curves in Figure 4 ) to smooth the oscillations. This FQ profile is the sum of the instrumental FQ due to the detection noise and the atmospheric FQ that we want to detect. It is not possible to estimate theoretically the instrumental FQ with enough accuracy using only the characteristics of the lidar elements. We estimate it from the computation of the FQ using a very short time integration (nt=1) . If the statistic of the signal follows a Poisson law as expected for a lidar signal, the relative instrumental FQ is inversely proportional to the lidar signal and therefore to the time integration and the atmospheric FQ becomes negligible compared with the instrumental FQ.
The propagation of a laser beam through the atmosphere is also affected by the turbulence. This may cause some fluctuations in the lidar signal acquired on shot by shot basis. However this contribution is generally not taken into account in atmospheric lidar studies because the signal is rarely used at shot levels but integrated over tenths to thousands shots that reduces the effect inversely to the square root of the number of shots. Furthermore, we estimate the instrumental noise using lidar data acquired during a short integration time (nt=1 corresponding to 40 shots) and if such a contribution exists, it will be included in this estimation. 
LIKELY DETECTION OF TURBULENT LAYERS A. Results
After a careful screening of the data for the quality of the signal and the presence of clouds and aerosol layers, we were able to select only 3 one--hour sequences on . The blue and red thick curves represent respectively the estimated instrumental FQ (computed with nt=1 and divided by 25 to be normalized to nt=25) and the total measured FQ. The atmospheric FQ is expected to be the positive difference between the total and the instrumental FQs and is represented by the red shaded area between the blue and the red curves. We have to note that this difference includes the contribution of the measurement random noise around 0. As indicated previously, the instrumental FQ varies inversely to the lidar signal. It decreases with altitude below 5.5 km due to the progressive entrance of the lidar beam in the telescope field of view. Above 7 km the lidar beam is totally inside the telescope field of view and the FQ increases with altitude due to the exponential decrease of the atmospheric density. Due to the small amplitude of the difference between the observed and the estimated instrumental FQ, we have to perform a careful analysis of the instrumental noise uncertainty to be sure that the observed excess of fluctuations really originates in the atmosphere. We remark that the total FQ exceeds the instrumental one by only a small fraction. In order to determine the significance of the observed FQ excess, we have applied the same processing to one hour of simulated data. A 4500 x 3000 matrice of simulated lidar data has been generated with a Gaussian random noise generator added to a smooth simulated lidar signal (decreasing exponentially). Then we applied to the simulated signal the same processing than for the experimental signal. The standard deviation (σ) of FQ in the simulated lidar signal was found to be equal to 6% of its mean value. We consider that an excess of FQ indicates a significant contribution of atmospheric FQ at 95% confidence level if it exceeds the estimated instrumental FQ by more than 12% (2 σ of its uncertainty ) for a one--hour sequence. For night time integration, this limit is decreased propartionaly to the square root of the number of sequences, 3 in December 2008 and 2 in June 2009 due to the statitics on more time bins. In order to better visualize the excess of FQ attributable to the atmospheric turbulence, we present in the right side of Figures 4 and 5 the difference between the observed total FQ and the estimated instrumental FQ. The +/--2 σ confidence interval is represented by the blue shaded area.
On December 8, 2008 , the +2 σ confidence interval is reached only in the lower part of the profile below 5 km on hourly sequences. We observe a peak of FQ excess around 9 km that is at the limit of 2 σ during the second sequence and slightly above on the night average. We observe also a deficit of FQ at some altitudes buy they are never significant at the 2 σ level.
On June 23, 2009 , the average excess of FQ is significantly larger and the 2 σ confidence interval is reached at several altitudes in the hourly sequences and in the night average. It is reached below 5 km and between 6.3 and 8 km during the first hour, in 5 narrow layers during the second hour and again below 5 km and between 6.3 and 8 km in the night average. We observe again that there is no layer with FQ deficit reaching the 2 σ level.
Some negative peaks are close to the --2 σ threshold. This is for instance the case during the 3 rd hour on December 08, 2008. This may happen due to random fluctuations of the signal. It is the reason why we should interpret with caution the positive peaks not exceeding +2 σ. The fact that more positive peaks exceed the 2 σ threshold with longer integration time, which is not the case for negative peaks that stay always below the threshold, gives us confidence in the reality of an atmospheric contribution to the observed fluctuations.
Another effect has to be considered as a possible perturbation in our analysis. The lidar signal may be slightly increased by the presence of very weak aerosol layers not detectable by the cross--polarizing channel. However we do not think that it may affect significantly the results. The main argument is that this weak layer has no reason to vary significantly within one 20 s time step of our analysis and its contribution to FQ will be removed by the temporal differentiation in Equation 4 .
In spite of their relatively small amplitude, positive excesses larger than 2 σ indicate the presence of turbulent layers. In order to confirm this finding, we processed the data of the stratosphere--troposphere (ST) radar setup at OHP, which was in operation on December 8, 2008 . This is pulsed VHF radar, operating at 72 MHz [29] . The antenna is a network of 16 coaxial--collinear antennas. Five antenna beams are used, one vertical and four oblique, 15° off--zenith in two orthogonal planes. The back--scattered radio wave is coherently detected, a Doppler spectrum being calculated for each height range. Radar measurements consist of wind velocities and reflectivity in the 3--17 km range with a vertical resolution of 37 m. The time resolution used here is 20 minutes.
The radar echoes, in clear--air conditions, are due to the small--scale inhomogeneities of the refraction index of air resulting from temperature and humidity fluctuations. For oblique beams (i.e. off--zenith), the echo power depends on the intensity of the atmospheric turbulence. More precisely the radar reflectivity, defined as signal to noise ratio times the squared range, is proportional to the structure constant of refractive index Cn 2 averaged on the radar volume [30] . Figure 6 shows the time--height cross--section of radar reflectivity averaged on the four oblique beams observed on December 8--9, 2008. The radar shows the presence of enhanced refractivity below 5 km with increasing intensity during the night. This is in agreement with the observed layer with FQ excess between 4.5 and 5 km. The radar shows also a peak of refractivity around 8.6--9.2 km at 18:55 UT and a descending layer of enhanced refractivity from 9 to 7 km between 24:30 UT and 26:00 UT. This is again in rather good agreement with the lidar indicating a layer with FQ excess peaking between 9 and 9.3 km during the 3 one--hour sequences, even if it is below the 2 σ confidence level. This comparison, even if it is not fully conclusive due to the low level of FQ excess, reinforces our confidence in the reality of the lidar detection of turbulent layers. Figure 7 presents the wind speed and direction during the two nights of lidar observations obtained at 00UT from the radio--sounding profiles at Nimes (100 km West of OHP). The wind conditions were different during these 2 nights. On 8 to 9 December, 2008 OHP was located in an area of high pressure and a weak wind blew (2 to 10 ms --1 ) with changing direction with altitude from South--East at lower altitudes to South above 2 km. These conditions were not favorable to the generation and the propagation of GWs and to the formation of turbulent layers. On June 23, 2009 a low pressure system was established on Adriatic Sea leading to North--East to North winds at all altitudes with up to 20 ms --1 at 1 km and about 10 ms --1 between 4 and 9 km. Despite the similar magnitude of the wind in the altitude range of lidar data, the June conditions were more favorable to the generation and the upward propagation of GWs, with a 20 ms --1 low altitude wind blowing above the Alps North of the lidar station, and may explain why turbulent layers were more developed. We do not dispose of CAT probability forecast for these dates but the turbulent events that we have detected cannot be considered as strong events and are probably not predicted by the models. They are more representative of the background turbulence level always present in the atmosphere. 
B. Estimation of turbulent parameters
In order to compare our results to published estimations of turbulent parameters obtained using other techniques, in particular stratosphere--troposphere (ST) radars [29, 31--32] it is necessary to translate them in more usual quantities like Cn 2 or CT 2 . By definition Cn 2 or CT 2 are the mean square differences of air index of refraction and temperature at 1--meter distance in an isotropic turbulent layer (see [34] for more details). We assume that:
• we are well in the inertial range within the detected layers (scales smaller than external scale of turbulence);
• the computed variance FQ represents correctly the square of relative fluctuations of atmospheric density and temperature for a distance equal to the vertical integration length (225 m); • the Kolmogorov's --2/3 law for the structure function for isotropic turbulence applies. This last hypothesis is discussed by [33] who showed that anisotropic turbulence should be assumed to interpret aircraft measurements of pressure wind and temperature at scales down to 300 m. However the validity of this hypothesis increases when the scale decreases. The Kolmogorov two--third law applies for scales smaller than the external scale of turbulence, which corresponds roughly to the thickness of turbulent layers, typically 100--200 m in the troposphere [31] . The 225 m scale used in the present study, chosen not to small to not decrease too much the signal to noise ratio, is probably larger than the external scale for weak turbulent layers. This may cause an overestimation of turbulent parameters that we derive. However our goal is not to derive a very accurate value of turbulence parameters but to show that they are in the right order of magnitude.
Under these assumptions the two quantities Cn 2 or CT 2 are related to the variance FQ by the relations:
with the refractive index of air n:
where P is the pressure in Pa and T the temperature in K. This gives of course a crude estimate of turbulent parameters but with the good order of magnitude.
Turbulent parameters computed from the variance averaged in the altitude range 4.5 to 10 km with nt =25 and nz =15, assuming a mean temperature T=240 K and a mean pressure P=40000 Pa, are given in Table 3 . On June 23, 2009 the FQ excess and the derived turbulent parameters are greater than on December 08, 2008 by almost a factor 4. This is in agreement with the most favorable meteorological conditions for the occurrence of turbulent layers.
These values are realistic for the middle troposphere. They can be compared for instance with those published by [31] --16 for altitudes between 4 and 8 km [29] . In order to compare more quantitatively the results, Figure 8 represents the mean value, the range of observed values and the altitude range on which Cn 2 is estimated for the two nights of lidar observations and the radar data published [29, 31] . There is an overlap in the range of values observed by radar and lidar. Mean lidar values are larger than the radar ones. This is particularly true for the June 23, 2008 lidar sequence. This can be due to different atmospheric conditions, with a wind profile favorable to the propagation of GWs and the development of CAT during this particular night. The overestimation of turbulent parameters mentioned previously when the analysis scale is larger than the external scale of turbulence may also explain some part of the difference. [31] and the observation at the lowest altitude in November 1998 [29] .
CONCLUSION
A ground--based Rayleigh lidar was adapted and implemented to remotely detect the presence of turbulent layers in the upper troposphere. Field measurements were performed at OHP (France) in December 2008 and June 2009. The observed FQ in bidimensional lidar signal showed excess compared to the estimated FQ due to instrumental noise significant at the 95% confidence level in several altitude layers that can be attributed to CAT. The moderate level of CAT detected during these two nights is representative of the background atmospheric turbulence. During the first night, data from collocated ST radar were available. The altitude of the turbulent layers detected by the lidar was roughly consistent with that of layers with enhanced radar echo The derived values of turbulence parameters Cn 2 or CT 2 are in the same range than those published in the literature using ST radar data. However the detection is at the limit of the instrumental noise and additional measurement campaigns with collocated ST radar measurements are highly desirable to confirm these initial results.
Furthermore the possible presence of weak non--depolarizing aerosol layers may play a minor role in the present results.
In spite of the small number of datasets available and the somewhat limited confidence level of CAT detection, we consider that our experiment proves the concept of detecting turbulent layers from the analysis of the fluctuations in a Rayleigh lidar signal. Possible improvements of a CAT detection system with a Rayleigh lidar would consist in the implementation of a high spectral resolution filter to discriminate between molecular and aerosol scattering and in the use of a laser with a higher repetition rate in the kHz range to improve the statistics of the signal without saturating the detector.
Despite these limitations, this is to our knowledge the first successful attempt to detect CAT in the free troposphere using a Rayleigh lidar system. 
